
St Nicholas CE VA Primary School, Child Okeford  

Minutes of PTFA Meeting 17.04.18 

 

 Agenda Item Notes Actions 

1 Present 
 
 
 
 
Apologies 

Carol Wee, Cassie Trim, Tanya Mason Flynn, MJ Wright, Claire 
Feltham 
 
Tanya welcomed Cassie to her first meeting 
 
Alice Chapman, Sophie Cooper, Emma West, Lauren Ward 

 

2 Vintage Tea 
Roundup 

Treasurer confirmed £518.95 profit. It was a great success. 
Thank you notes need to be sent if not done already. 
Sophie - Shillingstone Co-op 
Claire - Morrisons 
Hannah - ? 
Vintage tea proposed for Mother’s Day eve next year, Saturday 
30th March  
Teaspoons, cake stand, knives needed for next time 
Ideas for next year’s entertainment: 
School choir 
Tom Clements- guitar tutor 
 

MJ to write 
Mrs Pitt 
Rivers 

3 Fete Separate meeting required  
Pursue ideas in the meantime 
Do sweets ourselves this time - macro,  
Coop would like promotional stall, with face painting etc  
It was agreed that the Co-op could pay for an advert in the 
programme, but wouldn’t need to pay for stall because of the 
activities they are offering 
Alan (claire’s brother in law) to provide balloons in lorry for guess 
the number of balloons 
Book of tickets worked really well last year 
BBQ - do we want to do this? A catering van/hog roast was 
suggested instead 
Cakes, cream teas, filled jars, drinks stall, private stalls - need to 
try and encourage more 
Wine or water 
China smashing 
Trailer from Billy Roberts 
Metal detecting didn’t raise much because popular but children 
used tokens 
Bouncy castle always at a loss but necessary 
Totem pole , coconut shy, slips handed in this year to keep count 
Oasis plants - someone to talk to Mrs Sanders 
Ice cream stall  
Pimms for helpers 
 

 
 
TMF to 
contact 
Co-op and 
call 
Havanti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 MJ to 
investigate  
Hannah 
and Claire 
to help 
 
CW to ask 
Tim about 
Malaysian 
rice stall  



Helpers need prompting  
Days out raffle didn’t make much 
Bric a brac made £90 
Book stall had lots left over - selection was very mixed 
Programme needs putting together - TMF asked if anyone was 
good at publisher 
Ideas:  
Suggested photo booth 
Soak the teacher - need stocks, hard to find 
Gunge tank? 
Nerf gun obstacle course 
Horse and cart rides - but tricky 
Reptiles and snakes - TMF has had offer of attendance for £50 
plus donations on stall 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TMF to 
book 
reptile stall 

4 End of Term 
Party  

Booked for Friday 20th July  
Parents and children all together  
Mr Blake is booked 6:30 to the finish  
Catering - BBQ? Hog roast?  
Bar - need to explore options 
Hannah to ask Pete about bar  
Ask for alcohol donations - Hall and Woodhouse? 
Nigel at Hanford has optics - CF to ask 
Sell pitches just  
Gesture for Mrs Maley - luggage tickets ask Jenny or Sarah for 
ideas MJ could provide bench 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
AC to ask  
whether 
H&W 
would 
donate 
CF to ask 
Hanford 
about 
optics 

5 Hoodies  TMF called scoop leisure  
To ask him for colours and talk to children  

TMF to 
follow up 
hoodies 
enquiry 

6 Any other 
business 

MJ suggested teatowels - souvenirs - each class to do little self 
portraits? 
 
A4 scrapbook for writing to Mrs Maley - two weeks per class  
 
Cash for coins £126.54 and £160 - double payment 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KM to ask 
Mrs Sims 
about card 
from kids 
 
KM to do 
newsletter 
 
MJ to to 
investigate 
at the 
Range 
 



CW to 
resend 
login 
details and 
investigate 
teatowel 
idea 
 
 

7  Date of next 
meeting 

Fete meeting - Thursday 10th May 2018 7:30pm at the Royal Oak, 
Okeford Fitzpaine 

 

 

 

 


